
PHYSICAL DRAMA  online classes




A regular training 

PHYSICAL DRAMA is first of all a 
regular training for physical 
performers coming from dance, 
theatre or circus, who like to 
improve their abilities through the 
technique of Etienne Decroux 
‘corporeal mime.’

-rhythmical and flexibility 
exercises 

-isolation of elements / 
contradictions

-conterwights 


Dramaturgy of visual theatre 

We go into the dramaturgy of visual theatre by analyzing etudes or 
figures coming from the repertoire in a very large scale of the physical 
theatre :

from Decroux’s figures to modern choreographies of contemporain 
dancers or stage directors ( Bausch, Marin, Wilson, Nadj …) and some 
steps backwards to physical performances documented from the 16 -
17th century. 




Conversation pieces

The third part of the lesson will be the compositions :

We develop over several lessons a theme or we retrace the context of 
an artist ( like we have done with Kafka, Lorca, Bacon, … ) and we 
create a longer ‘conversation piece’ which everyone could personalize 
and develop on his/ her own creativity . 

Conversation pieces are also the perfect pretext to create links to other 
artistical disciplines and to connect to other cultural areas and 
languages .




-Although Physical Drama is a Berlin-based atelier, the online-classes 
will be hold in english with the possibility to translate if necessary in 
german, italian or french.

-The class runs for 55 minutes, it’s by my experience the best timing to 
hold concentration online.


Connection 

we will use a zoom link on the website. If you should have any 
problems with the link just send an e-mail or sms . 


Price

The price is 8 euro the class.







Pablo Volo is an Italian-german artist, he is teacher for physical theatre 
in Berlin in different locations.

He also works as stage-director in circus, opera and in non-
conventional spaces.

He has been formed mainly by Ivan Baciocchi in Paris.





For more informations Pablo 
will be very happy to answer 
any questions you like. 

Pablo Volo gives also private 
lessons, online and live.


contact@pablovolo.com


+49 1577 61 33 846


Physical Drama Berlin 


pablovolo.com
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